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AUTOMATIC SELECTION, RECORDING 
AND MEANINGFUL LABELING OF CLIPPED 

TRACKS FROM MEDIA WITHOUT AN 
ADVANCE SCHEDULE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 12/313,017, ?led Nov. 13, 2008 and 
entitled “Automatic selection, recording and meaningful 
labeling of clipped tracks from broadcast media Without an 
advance schedule”. 
[0002] Application Ser. No. 12/313,017 is a continuation in 
part ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/946,330, ?led Sep. 
20, 2004, entitled “Automatic selection, recording and mean 
ingful labeling of clipped tracks from broadcast media With 
out an advance schedule”. 

[0003] Application Ser. No. 10/ 946,330 is a continuation in 
part of US. application Ser. No. 10/824,727, ?led Apr. 14, 
2004, entitled “Automatic selection, recording and meaning 
ful labeling of clipped tracks from broadcast media Without 
an advance schedule”. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] This invention relates to recording of media. 

BACKGROUND 

[0005] In recent years, high-quality broadcast media (e.g., 
digital radio and digital television) and high-capacity, high 
?delity personal recording capability have become Widely 
available. For example, a 100 GB magnetic disk drive can 
store high-?delity recordings of roughly 15,000 to 50,000 
music tracks, depending on resolution, and high-quality 
broadcast of such music tracks is becoming increasingly 
commonplace. As a result, the principal di?iculties to be 
overcome in generating a library of recorded broadcasts for 
personal use are issues associated With creating, organiZing 
and managing such a library. For example, if user input is 
required for each track (for recording, labeling and/ or orga 
niZing), then generation of a large library of recorded tracks 
Will be excessively time-consuming. 
[0006] Automated selection and recording of broadcast 
media has been considered in the art, especially in connection 
With the TiVo® service offered by TiVo Inc. HoWever, this 
service relies on advance schedule information and/or on 
special tags inserted into broadcast media streams in order to 
perform automatic selection and recording. For example, the 
system provided by TiVo Inc. typically provides advance 
schedule information to a user, and the user is then able to 
select shoWs for recording based on the advance schedule 
information. Such user selection can be manual (e.g., the user 
selects a particular shoW on a particular day for recording or 
triggers a recording button for immediate recording). The 
user selection can also be automatic (e.g., the user selects a 
particular type of shoW to be recorded, and the system auto 
matically records all such shoWs found in the advance sched 
ule When they are broadcast). 
[0007] HoWever, advance schedule information may not 
alWays be available, especially in broadcast radio. For 
example, an advance schedule for tracks played during a live 
radio call-in shoW is inherently impossible to provide. More 
over, some radio broadcasters are prohibited from providing 
an advance schedule of their programming content by current 
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US copyright laW. Furthermore, a timing discrepancy 
betWeen advance schedule time and actual broadcast time is 
to be expected, and this discrepancy can be as much as a 
minute or so in current systems. Such a timing error is typi 
cally not a serious issue When recording television shoWs 
Which are usually at least half an hour long, and are typically 
separated by lengthy commercial breaks. HoWever, a timing 
error of that magnitude is unacceptable for recording music 
tracks Which frequently have a total duration on the order of 
a feW minutes, and are often played Without intervening com 
mercials. An advance schedule suitable for use in recording 
music in a hypothetical system similar to that of TiVo Inc. 
may be required to have a timing error of about a second or 
even less, Which greatly increases the dif?culty of providing 
such an advance schedule-based service. 
[0008] Accordingly, it Would be an advance in the art to 
provide automated selection and recording of broadcast 
media Which does not require advance schedule information. 
It Would be a further advance in the art to provide automated 
selection and recording of broadcast media that compensates 
for timing errors in content information used to make selec 
tions. It Would be a further advance in the art to automatically 
provide meaningful labels for automatically recorded tracks. 

SUMMARY 

[0009] The present invention provides systems and meth 
ods for automatic selection, recording, and meaningful label 
ing of tracks from media streams. Content information Which 
relates to tracks currently being played and/or to previously 
played tracks is used to guide selection of tracks to be 
recorded and to provide meaningful labels for recorded 
tracks. This content information does not provide an advance 
schedule of tracks to be played in the future. A segment is 
intermediate recorded from a selected media stream. The 
content information relating to tracks in the segment is com 
pared With previous user input (i.e., track preferences) to 
select tracks Within the segment to be long-term recorded. For 
each selected track, start and end times are determined and the 
track is clipped accordingly to accurately de?ne the track. 
Clipped tracks are ?nal recorded onto a suitable long-term 
recording medium, and labeled With a meaningful label 
derived from the content information. Optionally, the 
recorded tracks can be automatically organiZed according to 
their respective meaningful labels. Content information can 
be derived by automatic analysis of the media stream. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] FIG. 1 is a How diagram of an automated selection 
and recording method according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 
[0011] FIG. 2 shoWs relative timing of a stream 202, “cur 
rently playing” content information 204 for stream 202, and a 
buffered stream 206 obtained by time-delaying stream 202. 
[0012] FIGS. 3a and 3b shoW methods for batch and trig 
gered recording, respectively, according to embodiments of 
the invention. 
[0013] FIGS. 4a and 4b shoW methods for static and 
dynamic stream selection, respectively, according to embodi 
ments of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0014] FIG. 1 is a How diagram of an automated selection 
and recording method according to an embodiment of the 
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invention. In the example of FIG. 1, it is assumed that several 
broadcast media streams are available for recording, and that 
content information specifying the tracks currently playing 
on each media stream is available. Other embodiments of the 
invention, discussed in connection With FIG. 3a, can make 
use of content information relating to previously played 
tracks. 

[0015] Throughout this description, content information 
can include information such as track title and/or track artist 
and/or track album etc. Content information can be made 
available either by a broadcaster or by a third party. Further 
more, content information may relate to tracks that are cur 
rently playing on broadcast media streams, or can relate to 
tracks that have been previously played on broadcast media 
streams. Content information can also be augmented With 
user or third-party stream descriptions. For example, a user or 
a third party may designate station X as “70s rock” and this 
designation can be included in content information for tracks 
recorded from station X. As used herein, content information 
does not include schedule information on tracks to be played 
in the future. 

[0016] The ?rst step of this method is to provide user pref 
erences 102. User preferences 102 include track preferences, 
such as preferred artists, album titles and/or track titles. Such 
track preferences are used to automatically select tracks for 
recording in accordance With the invention. Optionally, the 
method can derive track preferences from user input and/or 
past history. For example, a list can be maintained of all tracks 
that have been recorded to date, and such a list alloWs record 
ing of duplicates to be automatically avoided. In such cases, a 
user can select Whether or not to prevent duplicate recording. 

[0017] User preferences 102 can optionally include stream 
preferences, such as a station to monitor, a ?xed monitoring 
schedule including several stations monitored at different 
times, and/or a monitoring schedule having at least tWo sta 
tions monitored simultaneously (Which requires a multi 
channel recording system).Altematively, stream (or channel) 
selection can be based on track preferences and content infor 
mation. For example, a user directive to “record anything by 
artist X broadcast on any channel” can be used to govern 
stream selection. Of course, such a directive is typically not 
absolute, and results Will depend on stream characteristics 
and on the performance of the system used to implement the 
method. For example, if tWo different songs by artist X are 
simultaneously playing on tWo different streams, then a 
single-channel system Will be able to record only one of the 
tWo songs. Stream selection can also be governed by user 
supplied rules combined With historical data. For example, a 
user can supply a rule to de-select channels Which have a high 
duplication rate of tracks already recorded. Conversely, a user 
can also supply a rule to select channels Whose programming 
has many non-duplicate tracks of interest to the user. 
[0018] The second step of the method of FIG. 1 is optional 
buffering 104. In this context, buffering a media stream 
entails receiving the media stream into a temporary storage 
device and outputting a buffered media stream from the tem 
porary storage device. The buffered media stream is a faithful 
replica of the input media stream, except for a ?xed time 
delay. Suitable temporary storage devices for providing such 
buffering of a media stream are knoWn, and are especially 
easy to provide for digital media streams. In some cases, a 
stream may be selected after broadcast of a desired track has 
begun, and in such cases, buffering the media streams is 
preferred to enable recording of the entire desired track. This 
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can be done by recording from the buffered media stream, and 
ensuring the buffer delay is longer than the delay betWeen the 
start of the desired track and completion of stream selection. 
In some cases, the content information may be included in the 
same physical signal as one or more media streams, and in 
such cases, the incoming signal can be duplicated With one 
part being delayed by buffering and treated as the media 
stream, and the other part not being delayed and being treated 
as the content information. For the purposes of this descrip 
tion, buffering 104 provides relatively short time delays, and 
is preferably implemented as a RAM cache Within chip-based 
memory. 
[0019] The next step of the method of FIG. 1 is stream 
selection 106, as discussed above. In this example, tWo 
streams 116 and 118 are available, and a desired track 120 is 
identi?ed on stream 118 based on content information and 
user track preferences. Thus stream 118 is selected. 

[0020] The next step of the method of FIG. 1 is intermediate 
recording 108 of a segment of selected stream 118. Interme 
diate recording 108 can make use of any recording medium, 
such as RAM or a magnetic recording medium (e.g., a disk 
drive). In cases Where recording 108 records to a non-volatile 
medium (e. g., magnetic or optical storage), the resulting 
recorded segment is called “intermediate” in this description 
(even though it is a non-volatile recording) because further 
processing Will be performed on the recorded segment to 
arrive at the desired ?nal track recordings. Segment start and 
end times 122 are shoWn on FIG. 1. Buffering as discussed 
above can be used to ensure the segment start time is before 
the start time of track 120. By monitoring the content infor 
mation of stream 118, the start time of the track folloWing 
track 120 on stream 118 (and thus the end time of track 120) 
is knoWn. Segment recording preferably extends past this end 
time by a suitable time interval to ensure the segment includes 
all of track 120. 
[0021] The next step of the method of FIG. 1 is clipping 110 
of selected track 120 Within the recorded segment. Clipping 
110 entails automatically determining the start and end times 
of selected track 120. Such a determination can be made by 
knoWn methods. For example, intervals of silence can be 
located in a segment of a media stream by a digital signal 
processor (DSP) (implemented in hardWare and/or in soft 
Ware) to determine track start and end times. If background 
noise is present, then a DSP may use relative silence, rather 
than absolute silence as a guide to determine clipping points. 
If timing markers are available from the content information, 
these can be used to determine clipping points, either alone or 
in conjunction With the above DSP methods. Such timing 
markers can be provided as a real time stream relating to 
currently playing tracks, or as a log of start and end time of 
previously played tracks. Clipping 110 canbe performed With 
a much greater degree of precision than can be expected from 
a system relying on advance schedule information for track 
start and end times, and this improved precision is a signi? 
cant advantage of the invention. 
[0022] The next step of the method of FIG. 1 is ?nal record 
ing 112 of clipped and selected track 120. Track 120 is 
recorded betWeen the start and end times determined by clip 
ping 110. Recording 112 entails generating a meaningful 
label 126 for the recorded track. Labels are referred to as 
“meaningful” only if they are derived from relevant content 
information. For example, a label “trackOO” is not a mean 
ingful label of a recording of Beethoven’s 9th symphony, 
While a label “Beethoven Symphony 9” is a meaningful label 
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for such a track. Such labels can be ?le names, or such 
labeling can be implemented in an associated database relat 
ing ?le names to labels. For example, recorded tracks could 
have purely numerical ?le names, and a database relating 
numerical ?lenames to meaningful labels (e.g., artist, album 
title, song title, etc.) can be automatically constructed, main 
tained and updated. Optionally, recording 112 also includes 
organiZing the recorded track according to its label (e.g., 
inserting the ?le into a directory tree 128). For example, a 
meaningfully labeled recording ?le can be inserted into a 
hierarchical directory structure organiZed by genre, artist and 
album title in increasing order of speci?city. Final recording 
112 can be to any recording medium, such as an optical 
recording medium, a magnetic recording medium, or a non 
volatile semiconductor memory medium. Preferably, ?nal 
recording 112 is to a magnetic recording medium, such as a 
conventional computer hard disk drive. 
[0023] Since genre information is often assumed to be 
obvious given the nature of the broadcast stream, genre infor 
mation may be derived from user provided, third party pro 
vided or automatically generated genre descriptions for a 
given stream. This genre information can be combined With 
the content information to create a greater degree of labeling 
and/ or organiZing accuracy for each track. Such labeling and 
organiZation is largely independent of the physical nature of 
the recording medium. Automatic labeling of recorded tracks 
With meaningful content-based labels, as discussed above, is 
a signi?cant advantage of the invention compared to auto 
matic recording methods Which only provide meaningless 
labels (e.g., numeric labels or date/time/station labels) that 
have no relevance to the track content. For example, an auto 
matic recording system Without automatic meaningful label 
ing of tracks can confront a user With a daunting and tedious 
task of manually labeling hundreds or even thousands of 
recorded tracks. 

[0024] Finally, a decision 114 is made Whether or not to 
continue monitoring and recording. If “yes”, the method ?oW 
returns to a point before step 106. If “no”, the method ?oW 
terminates. 

[0025] FIG. 2 shoWs relative timing of a stream 202, “cur 
rently playing” content information 204 for stream 202, and a 
buffered stream 206 obtained by time-delaying stream 202. In 
stream 202, track start times for several consecutive tracks are 
indicated as 202a-e. Times 204a-e are the times When content 
information 204 is updated to account for the playing of 
tracks beginning at times 202a-e respectively. As shoWn on 
FIG. 2, content information may be available immediately 
(e.g., 2020 and 2040), or it may only become available after a 
track has started playing (e.g., 202a, b,d and 20411, b,d). 
Furthermore, this delay may vary from track to track as shoWn 
on FIG. 2. In some cases (e.g., 202e and 204e), content 
information may be available slightly before (e.g., less than 1 
s) the corresponding track starts. In the context of FIG. 2, it is 
assumed that content information is available for currently 
playing tracks, possibly With a slight delay. Other embodi 
ments of the invention can make use of content information 
on previously played tracks, and are discussed in connection 
With FIG. 3a. 

[0026] Since stream 206 is a buffered copy of stream 202, it 
is the same as stream 202 except for a time delay 208. Thus 
206a-e are delayed track start times corresponding to track 
start times 202a-e respectively. Time delay 208 is preferably 
larger than a maximum delay 21 0 betWeen track start time and 
content information availability, since such buffering is suf 
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?cient to ensure recording an entire track in the presence of a 
slight delay in content information availability. In addition, it 
may require a non-negligible time Is to sWitch from one 
stream to another. In such cases, the buffer time delay 208 is 
preferably greater than or equal to time delay 210 plus Ts, to 
enable recording of an entire track in the presence of both 
time delays. 
[0027] Embodiments of the invention can operate in vari 
ous modes. For example, either batch or triggered recording 
can be performed. In triggered recording, the recording of a 
segment from a selected media stream is responsive to an 
indication from content information that a track of interest is 
playing. In batch recording, a segment from a selected media 
stream is recorded Without reference to the content informa 
tion, and then content information for the recorded segment is 
used to determine if tracks of interest are present in the 
recorded segment. To clarify the difference betWeen these 
tWo modes, FIGS. 3a and 3b shoW methods for batch and 
triggered recording, respectively, according to embodiments 
of the invention. 
[0028] The ?rst step in FIG. 3a (batch mode) is intermedi 
ate segment recording 302. Segment recording 302 can be to 
a either a volatile or a non volatile physical medium. For 
example, intermediate segment recording 302 can entail con 
tinuous recording of a steam for a long time (e.g., several 
hours) onto a magnetic disk drive, Where the recorded seg 
ment is subsequently processed to locate, clip, ?nally record 
and label tracks of interest. 
[0029] In this example, and throughout this description, 
“intermediate recording” and “?nal recording” are used in a 
broad sense. In particular, ?nal recording can entail the trans 
fer of information from one location to another location (e. g., 
in cases Where intermediate recording is to a semiconductor 
memory, and ?nal recording is to a magnetic disk drive). Final 
recording can also entail the rearrangement or relabeling of 
information already stored at one location. For example, if 
intermediate recording is to a magnetic disk drive, then ?nal 
recording can entail manipulation of data already stored on 
the disk drive to transform recorded segments to recorded, 
clipped and labeled tracks. 
[0030] To obtain content information for the recorded seg 
ment, a past play list can be automatically constructed 304 by 
monitoring “currently playing” content information during 
recording 302. Alternatively, a past play list can be obtained 
306 after completion of recording 302. For example, the play 
list for a radio shoW may be made available (e.g., on the 
internet) by a broadcaster (or a third party) some time after 
completion of the shoW. Such a play list is suitable content 
information for a recorded segment including the radio shoW. 
Once content information for the recorded segment is avail 
able, this content information is compared With user track 
preferences to select 308 Which tracks, if any, in the recorded 
segment should be recorded. Selecting 308 is preferably 
implemented in conventional computer softWare to maximiZe 
?exibility and capability and minimiZe cost. The selected 
tracks are then clipped 310 and ?nally recorded 312 as dis 
cussed above. 

[0031] The ?rst step in FIG. 3b (triggered mode) is moni 
toring 314 of content information. When a track of interest to 
the user is knoWn to be playing based on the content infor 
mation, triggered recording 316 of a segment of a stream 
including the track of interest occurs. As discussed in con 
nection With FIGS. 1 and 2, buffering of media stream inputs 
is typically required to ensure recording the entire track of 
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interest. Within the recorded segment, the track of interest is 
selected, based on content information and user track prefer 
ences, and then the selected track is clipped 318 and ?nal 
recorded 312 as discussed above. 

[0032] The batch mode of FIG. 3a is simpler than the trig 
gered mode of FIG. 3b, mainly because buffering of media 
stream inputs typically is not required for batch mode record 
ing and typically is required for triggered mode recording. 
However, triggered mode recording provides more ?exibility 
to the user, and is especially advantageous for catching and 
recording tracks Which are rarely broadcast. Thus either of 
these tWo modes may be preferred, depending on circum 
stances. In a multi-channel system, these tWo modes could be 
practiced simultaneously, Where some channels of the system 
operate in batch mode and other channels operate in triggered 
mode. 
[0033] In addition to batch and triggered recording modes, 
the invention can be practiced With either static stream selec 
tion or dynamic stream selection. In static stream selection, 
streams are selected based on user stream preferences. In 
dynamic stream selection, streams are selected based on user 
track preferences and content information. In a multi-channel 
system, these tWo modes could be practiced simultaneously, 
Where some channels of the system operate With static stream 
selection and other channels operate With dynamic stream 
selection. FIGS. 4a and 4b shoW static and dynamic stream 
selection, respectively, according to embodiments of the 
invention. 
[0034] FIG. 4a shoWs a method of an embodiment of the 
invention having static stream selection. In step 402, a stream 
is selected based on user stream preferences. Such user 
stream preferences can specify a station, and/or a listening 
schedule (i.e., Which stations to listen to at Which times). 
Furthermore, in a multi-channel system, user stream prefer 
ences can specify more than one station and/or more than one 

listening schedule to be simultaneously monitored. Once a 
stream (or streams) is selected in step 402, then automated 
selection and recording 404 of tracks from the selected stream 
(s) is performed as discussed above. Static stream selection is 
usually practiced With batch recording, but can also be prac 
ticed With triggered recording. 
[0035] FIG. 4b shoWs a method of an embodiment of the 
invention having dynamic stream selection. In step 406, con 
tent information for several streams is monitored. In step 408, 
at least one stream is selected based on content information 
and user track preferences. For example, a channel may be 
abandoned or avoided for playing too many tracks Which have 
already been recorded or, conversely, the system may detect a 
channel on Which many previously unrecorded tracks of 
interest are being played and change to that channel. This kind 
of dynamic stream selection can be practiced in connection 
With batch recording. Alternatively, dynamic stream selection 
in connection With triggered recording can be practiced. For 
example, if user preferences indicate that songs by artist X are 
to be recorded, then a stream can be dynamically selected 
because it is currently playing a song by artist X that has not 
been previously recorded. FolloWing step 408, automated 
selection and recording 404 of tracks from the selected stream 
(s) is performed as discussed above. Dynamic stream selec 
tion is usually practicedWith triggered recording, but can also 
be practiced With batch recording. 
[0036] The preceding description relates to methods of the 
invention, and also provides various implementation details. 
Processors programmed to implement methods of the inven 
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tion are also embodiments of the invention. Such embodi 
ments can be stand-alone “set-top” boxes, or can be general 
purpose computers (e.g., “living room PCs”) running soft 
Ware implementing methods of the invention. Such proces 
sors can use any combination of hardWare and/or softWare to 
implement methods of the invention. The invention can also 
be embodied as a set of computer instructions recorded onto 
a computer-readable medium (e.g., an optical or magnetic 
disk) for implementing methods of the invention. 
[0037] In the preceding description, “recording” is to be 
understood in broad terms. Thus recording of a segment can 
be to a magnetic (or optical) storage medium, or recording of 
a segment can entail temporary storage of the segment in a 
processor (or computer) buffer. In some cases, segment dura 
tions can be 15 minutes or more, Which is typically long 
enough to include several song tracks. Such long segments 
are desirable for providing margin before and after track start 
times. For example, it is often preferred for the segment 
duration to exceed an estimated maximum track length by a 
margin of about 20 seconds. 
[0038] Segment recording according to the present inven 
tion can be employed With segments having adjustable dura 
tion. For example, a segment recorded to a magnetic disk 
drive medium (or stored in a processor buffer) can be 
extended as more data is intermediate recorded from the 
relevant broadcast media stream. Such an adjustable segment 
can also be decreased in length by processing its recorded 
information (e.g., searching for desired tracks, and clipping 
and ?nal recording the desired tracks and discarding the 
undesired material as discussed above). Once part of the 
segment has been processed, the processed fraction of the 
segment can be removed from the segment, thereby decreas 
ing its duration. 
[0039] Clipping of tracks according to automatically deter 
mined track start and end times can be performed in various 
Ways. One approach, as considered above, is to clip the tracks 
at the estimated start and end times. HoWever, in some cases 
it is preferable to provide a margin against error in clipping, 
by clipping before the estimated start time by a start time 
margin and clipping after the estimated end time by an end 
time margin. For example, these start and end time margins 
can be about 5-10 seconds. Provision of such margins leads to 
clipped tracks Which are unlikely to be clipped incorrectly 
such that part of the desired track is lost during clipping. 
[0040] Such clipping With margins can lead to a situation 
Where tWo consecutive desired tracks are clipped in such a 
Way that they overlap Within the recorded segment. For 
example, if tWo consecutive desired tracks are separated by 5 
seconds and 10 second clip margins as used, overlap of the 
clipped tracks Will occur. Such overlapping clipping is most 
easily performed in “batch mode” recording as discussed 
above, Where the recorded segment is readily available for 
overlapping clipping. 
[0041] When clipping With margins is performed, it is pre 
ferred to provide the ?nal recorded track in a media ?le format 
having user-adjustable start and end time information. More 
speci?cally, suppose the total duration of a clipped and ?nal 
recorded track is T. Without loss of generality, this track can 
be regarded as extending from OétéT. Start and end times T 1 
and T2 respectively are de?ned in the media ?le (e.g., in a 
header) such that playback of the track begins at tITl and 
ends at t:T2. Provision of user adjustable start and end times 
in the media ?le format permits a user to effectively ?ne-tune 
the track clipping as needed or desired. For example, if the 
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track starts at a time Ta>0, setting the media ?le start time T 1 
to a value betWeen 0 and Ta reduces the unWanted/ irrelevant 
time at the beginning of track playback as much as desired. 
Similarly, unWanted/ irrelevant time at the end of track play 
back can also be adjusted in this manner. Since the parameters 
T1 and T2 are stored as part of the media ?le format, such 
adjustment can be performed once and be effective on all 
subsequent playbacks of the track. 
[0042] As indicated above, content information can be pro 
vided in various forms. In some cases, processing may be 
required to make existing forms of content information more 
suitable for use With the present invention. For example, 
content information is often provided as a video display of 
text (e.g., shoWing song title, artist name, video director, 
album title, record label and/or other information). Such a 
video display can be on the same stream being recorded (e.g., 
a TV station broadcasting music and continually displaying 
content information, or a TV station shoWing music videos 
including content information for part of the broadcast). Such 
a video display can also be on a stream other than a stream 
being recorded (e.g., content information from a “TV guide” 
channel). In these cases, optical character recognition (OCR) 
techniques can be used to extract the textual content informa 
tion from the video display. Such OCR techniques are Well 
knoWn in the art. 
[0043] For example, automatic recording of music videos 
can be accomplished according to the invention by use of 
OCR techniques to recogniZe or extract textual content infor 
mation from video display content information. Once such 
content information is obtained, it can be used, as described 
above, to automatically record, clip and meaningfully label 
and organiZe desired music video tracks. In this manner, an 
organiZed library of recorded music videos can be automati 
cally generated in accordance With a user’s preferences. 
[0044] Extraction of textual content information be per 
formed in various Ways. For example, the electronic video 
signal itself can be electronically processed to extract textual 
content information (either as text or as a 2-D pattern to be 
subjected to character recognition methods). An alternative 
method is to optically capture the video display (e.g., With a 
camera or other imaging device). Preferably, a digital camera 
is employed for this purpose. The image provided by the 
imaging device can then be processed to extract textual infor 
mation from other parts of the image, and to recogniZe char 
acters Within this textual information. 

[0045] The preceding examples relate to broadcast media 
streams Where content information other than an advance 
schedule is available for use. HoWever, embodiments of the 
invention are also applicable to clipping of any media stream, 
Whether or not it is regarded as being broadcast. For example, 
automatic clipping and meaningful labeling of security sur 
veillance video streams Would be highly desirable, and such 
video streams are not usually thought of as being “broadcast”. 
For this application, it Will suf?ce to de?ne a broadcast media 
stream as a media stream Which can be simultaneously 
received at tWo or more separated locations. A non-broadcast 
media stream is a media stream Which cannot be simulta 
neously received at tWo or more separated locations. 

[0046] For a non-broadcast media stream, the content infor 
mation required for automatic clipping and labeling can be 
derived by automatic analysis of the media stream itself, as 
described in greater detail beloW. Such automatic derivation 
of content information from the media stream itself can also 
be useful in connection With broadcast media streams. For 
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brevity, it is convenient to refer to this process of deriving 
content information from the stream itself (broadcast or non 
broadcast) as “stream content derivation”. 

[0047] Embodiments of the invention are applicable to 
automatic clipping and labeling of broadcast and non-broad 
cast media streams, including but not limited to: radio broad 
casts, television broadcasts, Web feeds, podcasting, Really 
Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds, audio surveillance feeds, 
video surveillance feeds, audio/video surveillance feeds, 
streaming audio clips, streaming video clips, and streaming 
audio/video clips. Embodiments of the invention are also 
applicable in cases of re-broadcasting or re-transmission of a 
media stream. For example, a broadcast or surveillance feed 
can be recorded raW (i.e., Without any processing), and then 
clipping and labeling can be performed during play back of 
the raW recording. As a further example, raW video available 
from the internet as a streaming media clip can be processed 
in this manner to provide clipped and labeled tracks. 

[0048] Stream content derivation can be performed in vari 
ous Ways. Some examples Will help illustrate the possibilities. 
One can analyZe television neWs streams for the name “Kevin 
Bacon” using existing speech analysis methods. A user-de 
?ned methodology may then be employed to create a buffer 
both before and after this Word to clip the segment. One 
simple methodology is clipping a ?xed time (e.g., 5 seconds) 
before and after the Word is spoken. A more sophisticated 
methodology could look forpauses in speech or large changes 
in the video image before and after the occurrence to trigger 
clipping. Given enough processing poWer, this analysis of a 
media stream could be looking for thousands of markers like 
“Kevin Bacon” Within the speech and clipping hundreds of 
segments accordingly on many channels at the same time. 

[0049] An RSS feed or periodic Podcast from a video or 
audio blogging site may be monitored for occurrences as 
above and clipped in a similar manner. Once again, Where one 
cannot knoW in advance the schedule of What Will be dis 
cussed or shoWn, a content stream may be created from the 
streaming media itself through various methods of content 
analysis. This content stream may then provide information 
for intelligently clipping, naming and ?ling the segments. 
[0050] Many previously recorded streams for Which there 
is no published “content schedule” Wouldbe analyZable using 
such methods as Well. For example, decades of past C-Span 
broadcasts archived as digital media may be “re-run” and 
analyZed for content markers such as “Nixon,” “Carter,” 
“Reagan,” “Vietnam,” “Bay of Pigs,” etc. Such content mark 
ers can be regarded as being “user track preferences” in the 
above described methods, because the user is effectively 
looking for tracks Which contain instances of the speci?ed 
content markers. This methodology Would alloW these 
streaming media to create content information for intelli 
gently clipping, naming and ?ling the segments. 
[0051] Suitable methods for providing stream content deri 
vation include voice recognition, face recognition, object rec 
ognition, and image recognition. For example, object recog 
nition could identify instances of the appearance of a speci?c 
object (e.g., make and model of a car) in a media stream. 
Similarly, image recognition could identify instances of the 
appearance of a speci?c image (e.g., Mickey Mouse, Written 
Words, etc.) in a media stream. Voice recognition could iden 
tify particular spoken Words and/ or help identify the speaker. 
Face recognition could identify one or more persons appear 
ing in an image. For example, a casino could use automatic 
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clipping of video feeds based on face recognition to expedite 
identi?cation of persons of interest, such as frequent custom 
ers, card counters, etc. 
[0052] Note that stream content derivation is based on rec 
ogniZing one or more content elements Within the media 
stream, as opposed to simple pattern recognition of all or part 
of the media stream representation itself. For example, a 
method of identifying a musical track by taking a Wave-form 
sample of the track and looking for a match of the sample in 
a comprehensive database Would not be stream content deri 
vation, because no content elements Within the musical track 
(e. g., Words in the lyrics) are actually recogniZed in this 
approach. 
[0053] As another example, stream content derivation 
could include recognizing motion in a video feed. This capa 
bility can be valuable in security applications, Where a video 
monitor may typically provide a static image, and motion in 
the video image can be recogniZed as a kind of “content” and 
used to cue clipping and forWarding for further analysis. For 
example, a video camera monitoring a commercial Ware 
house When the Warehouse is closed Would ordinarily shoW a 
static video image With no relative motion of objects in the 
images. Using motion recognition to cue automatic clipping 
enables a revieWer to e?iciently concentrate on video seg 
ments that may reveal unauthoriZed activity. This content 
based approach is in sharp contrast to more conventional 
approaches, such as activating a video camera in response to 
detected motion by using a motion sensor to control the video 
camera. 

[0054] The above detailed description is by Way of example 
instead of limitation. Thus the invention can be practiced With 
various modi?cations to the above embodiments. For 
example, the above examples mainly relate to audio media, 
but the invention is also applicable to video and audio/video 
media. Also, digital media is considered in the above 
examples, but the invention is applicable to both analog and 
digital media. 
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1. A processor programmed to implement a method for 
automatically selecting, recording and labeling media tracks 
from a media stream, the processor comprising: 

a) means for providing user track preferences; 
b) means for deriving content information relating to said 

media stream by automatic analysis of said media 
stream; 

c) means for intermediate recording a segment of said 
media stream; 

d) means for automatically selecting Zero or more tracks 
Within said segment in accordance With said content 
information and said track preferences; 

e) means for automatically clipping each of said selected 
tracks in said segment by determining track start and end 
times; 

f) means for automatically ?nal recording each of said 
clipped tracks to a recording medium; and 

g) means for automatically labeling each of said ?nal 
recorded tracks With a meaningful label derived from 
said content information; 

Wherein said content information does not provide a sched 
ule of tracks to be played in the future. 

2. The processor of claim 1, Wherein said automatic analy 
sis comprises recognizing one or more content elements of 
said media stream. 

3. The processor of claim 2, Wherein said content elements 
comprise one or more elements selected from the group con 

sisting of: spoken or Written Words, individuals, objects, and 
images. 

4. The processor of claim 1, Wherein said media stream is 
a broadcast media stream. 

5. The processor of claim 1, Wherein said media steam is a 
non-broadcast media stream. 


